Cell stiffness measurements have led to insights into various physiological and pathological processes 1, 2 . Although many cellular behaviours are influenced by intracellular mechanical forces 3-6 that also alter the material properties of the cell, the precise mechanistic relationship between intracellular forces and cell stiffness remains unclear. Here we develop a cell mechanical imaging platform with high spatial resolution that reveals the existence of nanoscale stiffness patterns governed by intracellular forces. On the basis of these findings, we develop and validate a cellular mechanical model that quantitatively relates cell stiffness to intracellular forces. This allows us to determine the magnitude of tension within actin bundles, cell cortex and plasma membrane from the cell stiffness patterns across individual cells. These results expand our knowledge on the mechanical interaction between cells and their environments, and offer an alternative approach to determine physiologically relevant intracellular forces from high-resolution cell stiffness images.
. Although many cellular behaviours are influenced by intracellular mechanical forces [3] [4] [5] [6] that also alter the material properties of the cell, the precise mechanistic relationship between intracellular forces and cell stiffness remains unclear. Here we develop a cell mechanical imaging platform with high spatial resolution that reveals the existence of nanoscale stiffness patterns governed by intracellular forces. On the basis of these findings, we develop and validate a cellular mechanical model that quantitatively relates cell stiffness to intracellular forces. This allows us to determine the magnitude of tension within actin bundles, cell cortex and plasma membrane from the cell stiffness patterns across individual cells. These results expand our knowledge on the mechanical interaction between cells and their environments, and offer an alternative approach to determine physiologically relevant intracellular forces from high-resolution cell stiffness images.
Mechanical properties of cells are important regulators of physiology, organ development and disease 3, 4, 7 . As a probe of mechanical properties, cell stiffness measurements typically treat cells as passive isotropic materials 8 , although cells are both anisotropic and actively prestressed by tensional forces that are generated within the cytoskeleton and transmitted throughout its volume 7, 9 . Because of the small physical dimensions of the structures involved in force generation and transmission (for example motor proteins, cytoskeletal filaments and the plasma membrane), it is difficult to relate cell stiffness to specific intracellular forces, except for special cases where a single force component dominates the cell mechanical behaviour 2 . Imaging of cell stiffness with an atomic force microscope (AFM) 10, 11 could potentially discriminate signatures of intracellular forces, if sufficient sensitivity and spatial resolution are achieved. Topographic images obtained with an AFM can resolve many subcellular structures with nanoscale resolution 12 ; however, it has been difficult to perform mechanical characterization of these structures at this scale. Developments in multifrequency and peakforce AFM methods 13, 14 , as well as the use of high-bandwidth cantilevers 15 , promise significant improvements in the resolution of cell stiffness images, but these methods still interpret measurements using models that do not account for cellular prestress. Hence, the relationship between stiffness and intracellular forces remains elusive. Here we present cell mechanical measurements with a novel AFM-based method that revealed a mechanistic link between intracellular forces and cell stiffness at the nanoscale. We first describe the method and compare nanoscale stiffness images with fluorescence images to observe the nanoscale effects of cytoskeletal forces. We then use patterns found in stiffness images to develop and validate a mechanical model that links intracellular tensional forces to cell stiffness.
To obtain high-resolution stiffness images of cells with an AFM, we adapted T-shaped cantilevers 16 for cell stiffness imaging. T-shaped cantilevers can measure tip-sample forces in tapping mode using torsional vibrations due to the fast response speed and high deflection sensitivity of torsional vibrations. With T-shaped cantilevers designed for cell stiffness imaging ( Supplementary  Fig. 1 ), force-distance curves can be obtained with unprecedented reductions in cellular indentations (down to 20 nm), and with force noise less than 10 pN root mean squared (Methods). These highspeed force curves exhibit little hysteresis (Fig. 1a) , suggesting that the response of the cell at the nanoscale is only slightly viscoelastic.
As a first step, we used the Derjaguin-Muller-Toporov (DMT) contact mechanics model (Methods) to analyse the force curves and generate effective elastic modulus images of cells. Figure 1b -f shows images of a variety of living cells, including melanoma cells, fibroblasts, human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) and Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells. These images revealed a richness of nanometre-to micrometre-sized features that correspond to focal adhesions and actin filaments (either alone or within bundles) on the basis of their morphology and of comparisons with fluorescence microscopy images. In particular, rod-like stiff elements, which might be single actin filaments, were clearly resolved despite being only 30 nm apart (Fig. 1f) , which to our knowledge is unprecedented in the context of live-cell stiffness imaging. Note that the DMT model does not account for intracellular forces and substrate effects, and these limitations could cause effective elastic modulus values to vary significantly. Yet, these images provide a useful starting point to develop a more comprehensive model, by demonstrating the high spatial resolution and making comparisons with fluorescence images of load-bearing cytoskeletal components.
By fluorescently tagging cytoskeletal components of live fibroblast cells in parallel fluorescence microscopic images, we were able to confirm that focal adhesions invariably correspond to stiffer regions ( Fig. 2a-c) , whereas microtubules, which are known to bear compression and buckle in physiological conditions in living cells
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NATure MATeriAls measurements in these boundary regions revealed that there was no local change in cell thickness associated with the sharp stiffness transition ( Supplementary Fig. 2) , and thus the abrupt change in mechanics we measured appears to be due to local changes in cell mechanics in these regions.
Comparisons of stiffness images with the distribution of fluorescently tagged F-actin revealed that, although linear features in the stiffness images coincided with actin filaments and bundles ( Fig.  2g -i, see also Supplementary Fig. 3 for a comparison near the leading edge), there was no apparent correlation between fluorescence intensity and stiffness of the bundles ( Supplementary Fig. 4) 
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. We also observed cases in which the stiffness contrast varied markedly over time and when myosin II was inhibited with blebbistatin ( Supplementary Figs. 5-9 ). Taken together, these observations support the previously suggested view that intracellular tensional forces and cytoskeletal prestress strongly affect cell stiffness 8, 19 , and justify the search for a mechanism that quantitatively relates stiffness to intracellular forces.
Importantly, in the course of these AFM studies, we noticed that the stiffness of curved actin bundles at the cell edge appears to correlate with their curvature radius (Fig. 3a) . These peripheral bundles are a subset of stress fibres displaying distinct morphology, and their tension directly determines cell shape at the periphery 20, 21 . Specifically, the curvature radius, R, of a bundle at the cell edge is linearly proportional to its tension, T, due to surface forces exerted by the plasma membrane 22 (Fig. 3b) . Therefore, the observed correlation between stiffness and curvature offers the possibility to determine a mechanical model of the cell that can relate tension and stiffness.
We tested whether a simple model described by a tensioned beam resting on an elastic foundation (Fig. 3c) can quantitatively predict the correlation between stiffness and curvature radius. According 
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NATure MATeriAls to this model, deformation of the beam by the AFM tip causes tensional forces to acquire a vertical component towards the tip, which increases with deformation. The model relates the AFM-measured stiffness k b to T as follows:
Here K 1D is the foundation modulus, which accounts for the interaction between the bundle and surrounding cytoskeleton (see Methods for derivation). Equation (1) predicts that in a given cell the square of bundle stiffness would scale linearly with curvature radius: k R b 2
. We tested this scaling behaviour using curvature and stiffness data obtained from 13 bundles in five cells, and validated the scaling prediction over a wide range of radii, from 3 to 50 µm ( . Data in Fig. 3d rule out this possibility.)
The model in Fig. 3c also predicts that there should be a finite mechanical coupling distance l b , which specifies how far the effects of a force applied perpendicularly to a bundle will be transmitted along that bundle. The coupling distance can be observed experimentally near focal adhesions. If the focal adhesion is substantially stiffer than its neighbouring actin bundle, stiffness measured along the bundle can be expected to increase gradually towards the focal adhesion according to equation (8) in Methods. Consequently, stiffness gradients can be used to determine l b , which is related to tension by Fig. 3c successfully predicts stiffness and stiffness gradients along actin bundles, it leaves out other regions of the cell. We therefore tested whether extending the underlying principle of this one-dimensional (1D) model to two dimensions can predict stiffness and stiffness gradients across the cortex of the cell. Described by a stretched sheet resting on an elastic foundation (Fig. 4a) , the two-dimensional (2D) model has two parameters, σ c and K 2D . σ c corresponds to the cortex tension, which includes tension in the plasma membrane and the cortical actin. K 2D is the foundation modulus, and it can be related to the elastic modulus and thickness of the cytoplasm (see equation (10) in Methods). According to the 2D model, the stiffness, k c , measured over the cortex depends mainly on the cortex tension through the following approximate relationship (see equation (11) in Methods for a more general relationship):
c c
On the other hand, the mechanical coupling distance over the cortex region, l c , depends on both parameters:
Equations (3) and (4) . While it is difficult to measure cortex tension under the same conditions with an independent method, micropipette aspiration measurements provide an estimate. Measurements on mouse fibroblasts have yielded nominal cortex tension values around 400 pN µm −1 , and various drug treatments that inhibit or promote actomyosin contractility resulted in a range from approximately 150 to 1,900 pN µm −1 (ref.
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). Second, the model accurately predicts spatial variation of stiffness (Fig.  4c,d ), which is approximated well by the modified Bessel function of the second kind (see equation (13) in Methods). The values of l c obtained by curve fitting vary from 250 to 1,000 nm, and correlate positively with σ c (Fig. 4e) , as anticipated from equation (4) .
We additionally found that the 1D and 2D models can be unified due to the mechanical coupling between the bundles and the nearby regions of the cell. For example, when the AFM tip presses 
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NATure MATeriAls down on a bundle, forces would couple into the cortex up to a distance of approximately l c (Fig. 4b) . Hence, K 1D is related to K 2D , with
2D c (and for bundles not on the edge
2D c ). Rewriting this relationship in terms of experimentally observable parameters leads to
Evaluating the left-and right-hand sides of equation (5) for different actin bundles and their neighbouring cortices results in values that differ by less than 20% (Fig. 4f) . To test the significance of this agreement, we evaluated equation (5) with parameters selected randomly from the dataset and found that fewer than 0.2% of the cases fall within the range seen in Fig. 4f (P < 0.002, Supplementary Note 2), suggesting that the agreement seen in Fig. 4f would be unlikely to occur if the parameters of equation (5) were uncorrelated. Importantly, equation (5) offers the possibility to determine l b from measurements of k b , k c and l c , which we found to be more broadly applicable than the curve fitting approach used in Fig. 3e , because the latter requires a steep gradient in stiffness along the bundle. With the help of equations (1)- (5), and with measurements of k b , k c and l c , we determined the magnitude of T across the bundles in all five fibroblast cells studied in Figs. 3 and 4 , which are given in Fig.  5a , and σ c near each bundle (Fig. 5b) . In addition, by noting that K 2D in equation (4) depends on the elastic modulus and thickness of the cytoplasm through equation (10), we estimated the elastic modulus values of the cells (Fig. 5c) , and found that they range from 0.3 to 0.6 kPa. While these values broadly agree with earlier measurements of elastic and shear moduli in cells 26, 27 , these earlier measurements were made at lower frequencies (see discussions in Supplementary Note 3).
In addition to the bundle and cortex tensions, it is also possible to estimate the plasma membrane tension, σ m , of each cell, because σ m is related to the tension and curvature radius of the actin bundles at the cell edge via the Laplace relationship
(the factor 2 is due to the membranes in the basal and apical surfaces of the cell). This relationship is supported by observations that the curvature radius of actin bundles changes on myosin II inhibition, which were made with fibroblasts cultured on micropillar arrays Because each curved bundle provides a different set of parameters (k b , k c , l c and R), they allow multiple independent estimates of σ m for each given cell. As shown by the ranges of values in Fig. 5d , these independent estimates provide consistent results at each cell, supporting equation (6) , as well as equations (1)- (5), which we used to derive equation (6 ), which 
d). Insets illustrate the direction of the plots (arrows) relative to the actin bundles (yellow lines). Orange ellipses indicate focal adhesions.
The entire dataset and the locations of measurements are given in Supplementary Fig. 10 . Data are fitted with equation (13) in Methods (dashed curves). e, Coupling distances across the cortex versus cortex tension and the square-root relationship that fits the data. Square, circle, diamond, triangle and pentagon symbols correspond respectively to cells i to v given in Supplementary Fig. 10 along with the stiffness gradient plots used for estimating the coupling distances. f, Ratios of stiffness and coupling distances for bundles and cortices. Error bars in e,f correspond to the 68% confidence bound of estimated values, which approximates 1 s.d. in a normal distribution.
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agrees with the notion that cells tightly regulate plasma membrane tension 29 . Altogether, our findings suggest a view of cell mechanical behaviour in which nanoscale mechanical properties are primarily determined by intracellular forces. A defining feature of this view is the coupling distance that determines how far the effects of a locally exerted force (for example with an AFM tip, or via cell-cell and cellsubstrate mechanical interactions) is transmitted to the neighbouring regions of the cell. The mechanical coupling is mediated by the forcegenerating and transmitting cytoskeleton, and, as a result, AFM tips interact not only with the cellular material immediately below them, but also with regions separated from the contact point by a distance that depends on intracellular tensional prestress. This mechanical coupling may also have implications for force-dependent cellular processes such as rigidity sensing and adhesion, which involve forces exerted locally on the nanoscale, and depend on the stiffness of the cells near the adhesion zone 30 . In short, our analysis of cell stiffness at the nanoscale provides a mechanical model for the cell that links cell stiffness to physiologically relevant intracellular forces, and allows determination of these forces from cell stiffness images. 
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Methods
Cell cultures. M2 cells have been previously described 31 and were generously donated by T. P. Stossel, CHO cells were a generous gift from L. Chasin and HUVECs were acquired from Lonza. The aforementioned cell lines were grown according to the provider's instructions or standard culturing procedures. Mouse fibroblast cells (RPTPα +/+ cell line, derived from E13-15 mouse embryos) have been previously described 32 and were generously donated by M. P. Sheetz. Fibroblasts were grown in basal DMEM (Life Technologies) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Atlanta Biologicals and Life Technologies) and 1% penicillin-streptomycin (Life Technologies) at 37 °C in a 5% CO 2 atmosphere. The final concentrations of penicillin and streptomycin were 30 mg l −1 and 50 mg l −1 , respectively. For experiments, fibroblasts were collected with 0.05% trypsin-EDTA (Life Technologies) and plated on fibronectin-coated dishes.
Live-cell imaging and analysis. To induce the expression of fluorescently tagged proteins, chemical transfection or viral transduction was used. In the first case, cells were transfected with Lifeact-GFP using standard chemical transfection reagents (Fugene 6, Promega) and imaged 2 to 3 d after transfection. In the second case, cells were transduced with baculoviruses harbouring the constructs actin-RFP, actin-GFP, talin-GFP and tubulin-GFP (Life Technologies) and imaged 1 to 2 d after transduction. Bright-field, phase and fluorescence images were acquired with an inverted epifluorescence fluorescence microscope (AxioObserver. A1, Zeiss) through a ×20 air or a ×100 oil-immersion objective. Images were captured with a standard CCD (charge-coupled device) camera (Hamamatsu). For fluorescence measurements, the camera dark noise was subtracted and cells that were high in fluorescence intensity were not included in the analysis. Alignment between fluorescence and AFM images was performed through the alignment of fiducial markers, such as stable cell edges and actin fibres. Data analysis was performed with built-in functions of the software ImageJ.
Torsional harmonic cantilevers. Custom T-shaped cantilevers were fabricated by conventional manufacturing protocols (Bruker-Nano). To image cells, cantilevers were either left uncoated or coated with a thin layer of silicon nitride. To perform coating, cantilevers were first treated with an ultraviolet/ozone cleaner (Bioforce Nanosciences), then coated with a thin (5 to 50 nm) layer of silicon nitride via plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition (Oxford Instruments). The deposited layer affected the cantilever thickness and spring constant. These changes were taken into account by cantilever calibration. Flexural-between 5 and 15 kHz-and torsional-approximately 100 kHz-resonance frequencies of cantilevers in liquid were determined from thermal noise spectra. Flexural and torsional deflection sensitivities of cantilevers were determined from ramp plots, assuming flexural and torsional motions to be described by springs in series. Cell preparation for experiments. Before the experiments, growth medium was replaced with fresh L-15 medium (Life Technologies) or complete DMEM with or without phenol red and HEPES (Life Technologies). Culture dishes were then mounted on the stage of a Bioscope II (Bruker) or Catalyst (Bruker) equipped with a Nanoscope V controller (Bruker) and imaged at ambient temperature. For myosin inhibition experiments, blebbistatin (EMD Millipore) was added to the culture dish to a final 100 µM concentration, then mixed thoroughly. For washout experiments, the drug-containing solution was removed by aspiration, and washout with fresh solution was performed at least seven times.
Atomic force microscopy. Cantilevers were driven in tapping mode close to their flexural resonance frequency as determined by the thermal noise spectrum. Tip-sample force waveforms were calculated in Labview (National Instruments) from the torsional signal, as previously described 33 . Only the first seven harmonics of the driving frequency were used to reconstruct the tip-sample force waveform. Imaging bandwidth was set by averaging consecutive force waveforms and was typically between 300 and 600 Hz. Force noise was determined from force fluctuations when the tip was not in contact with the surface. (Force waveforms in Fig. 1a were obtained at 100 Hz for clarity. As a result, they exhibited lower force noise than those obtained at 300-600 Hz.) The effective elastic modulus was calculated by fitting force versus distance curves with the DMT model 34 , assuming a conical or hemispherical indenter. The curve fitting procedure assumed the contact point as a variable, which has been previously found to produce results close to the bulk properties in polymer-based samples 34 . The reduced dependence of the effective elastic modulus values on the contact point could be attributed in part to the speed of oscillations, which minimize drift during each force curve measurement, and the improved sensitivity of the torsional modes to tip-sample forces. These DMT-based effective elastic modulus values broadly agree with those generated by conventional force-distance curve methods acquired near the cell edge, but differ from those acquired near the cell centre ( Supplementary  Fig. 12 ). Note that these effective elastic modulus values were not included in the quantitative analysis of cellular stiffness patterns, which used spring constant values that were calculated from the slopes of force versus distance curves. All stiffness values are colour-coded in a logarithmic scale and are displayed either unmodified or after median filtering and removal of pores and spikes using Scanning Probe Image Processor (Image Metrology). Three-dimensional (3D) overlays of elastic modulus and topography were generated using the same software. To improve the clarity of these overlays, topography maps were flattened with line-wise and planar corrections, and spikes were removed.
Analysis of stiffness profiles. For the analysis of stiffness profiles at the curved cell edges (Fig. 3d) , images of mouse fibroblast cells that have more than one curved edge with each edge displaying a long, narrow, stiff structure at the cell boundary were selected, as these features indicate the presence of a peripheral actin bundle (see Supplementary Fig. 10 for corresponding AFM images). These structures were stable at least for the duration of individual images, which were acquired within approximately 10 min. Supplementary Fig. 11 shows a sequence of images that display a cell edge that is acquiring curvature over time, but does not display a long, narrow, stiff structure at the cell boundary, and hence was not included in the analysis. The radius of curvature of the peripheral actin bundles was determined by fitting a circle through the coordinates of the bundle identified by the ImageJ plugin JFilament 35 . Stiffness profiles along actin bundles were obtained as a function of distance along the bundle. A 2 pixel by 2 pixel averaging sliding window was used to reduce noise. Pixels with negative spring constants were not included in the averaging. After determining the stiffness profiles, the values of k b were obtained by averaging the spring constant values along each bundle. We excluded the measurements within about 0.5 μm of the ends of the bundles, as these values are affected by the focal adhesions due to mechanical coupling. The values of l b were determined by fitting equation (8) to the stiffness profiles. A smoothing filter (Savitzky-Golay, order 1, side-points 2) was applied before displaying stiffness profiles to show the gradual increase in stiffness more clearly.
Stiffness profiles along the cortex near straight actin bundles were obtained by first averaging stiffness values along straight lines parallel to the actin bundle and then plotting them with respect to their distance from the bundle. Stiffness profiles near curved actin bundles were obtained by first averaging stiffness values along arcs with increasing radius of curvature and equal angular spread, and then plotting the averaged values with respect to the radius of curvature. Coupling distances were obtained by nonlinear curve fitting to equation (13) using the trustregion-reflective algorithm of MATLAB (MathWorks). Because equation (13) assumes only one bundle at the edge of an infinite cortex, we excluded regions that correspond to nearby bundles or focal adhesions in the curve fitting process by setting the corresponding weights to zero. 
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Data collection
Atomic Force Microscope images were collected by the Nanoscope software (version 9.1, by Bruker-Nano, Inc.). Cantilever deflection signals were collected using LabVIEW (version 2012, by National Instruments).
Data analysis
Curve fitting was done using built in functions in Matlab (versions 8.1 and 9.1, by Mathworks). Locations of bundles studied in Fig. 3 and Supp. Fig. 10 were determined by the JFilament plugin in ImageJ. Scanning Probe Image Processor (SPIP, version 5, by Image Metrology A/S) was used to perform flattening, line wise and planar corrections, median filtering, pore and spike removal of effective elastic modulus images, and 3-D rendering of AFM topography with overlays of effective elastic modulus images.
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